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Reviewing the results of our four research studies, the authors have prioritized the shared 
goals of discoverability, searchability, diversity, and inclusivity. There are variations among 
cataloging professionals in how they categorize and describe artifacts (Smith-Glaviana et al., 
2023). Further, there are discrepancies between keywords entered by users of online collections 
and published titles or descriptions on collection websites, which result in failed searches 
(Kirkland et al., 2023). Finally, language choices are evolving based on cultural responsiveness. 
Therefore, to build searchable websites that result in public and industry usage with strong 
retrieval effectiveness, we need to start with metadata, the information recorded about an artifact. 
Using the right metadata gets collections ‘out of the box’ and online for education, research, 
industry advancement, and public engagement.   

 Previous research indicates that most historic costume collections are not digitized, or 
the existing database is not searchable, discoverable, and does not use inclusive language 
(Kirkland et al., 2015; Kirkland et al., 2023; Sklar & Hill McIntyre, 2022, Wiebers et al., 2022). 
Collection managers often have responsibilities touching upon curation, cataloging, education, 
outreach, and often do not have the proper computer science or library science training 
(Marcketti & Gordon, 2021). However, there is an expectation that they have fully functional, 
searchable websites. Thus, these initiatives are hindered by limited personnel and budgets, 
limited technological knowledge, and the lack of standards regarding protocols and workflow. 
Critical cataloging is integral for cultural humility and archival ethics (Drabinski, 2015; Olson, 
2001; Perera, 2022).  

These multi-faceted projects were developed together to contribute to the creation of 
digital products through synergistic research building four deliverables: (1) increase retrieval 
effectiveness of collection websites (Figure 1), (2) establish nomenclature standards adapted for 
web searchability, (3) expand the “Costume Core” (CC) metadata schema (Kirkland, 2019), and 
(4) employ the post-custodial approach to bring digital museum practice to under-funded private 
collections. These IRB-approved projects included: (1) an experiment to investigate the search 
processes of users accessing public websites of historic dress collections, (2) using Natural 
Language Processing (NLP, a form of artificial intelligence; Figure 2) and crowdsourcing 
metadata to identify potential terms that could be added to CC (Figure 3), (3) transformation of 
privately-owned, Syrian diaspora garments into an accessible archive via a socially dynamic 
collaboration between the family and museum professionals on database development regarding 
provenance and terminology for inclusive descriptions (Figure 4), and (4) establish nomenclature 
standardization considering AI capabilities, user practices, and cultural sensitivity.  
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Results advance digital product creation by developing best practices around metadata 
and website builds. These initiatives lay a foundation for how the visual depictions of artifacts 
(e.g., 3D models and images) on websites are documented and then understood. This work has 
highlighted the need for additional terms to be included in metadata descriptions drawing from 
lay, retail, international, niche, and cultural heritage professions to help make collections more 
searchable and discoverable (Kirkland et al., 2023; McIrvin et al., 2023; Sklar et al., 2021; 
Smith-Glaviana et al., 2023). We have done this using AI to extract terms from Google News, 
working with cultural knowledge keepers, crowdsourcing the public, students, and industry, and 
updating university collections databases. Further implications include changing academic 
promotion and tenure benchmarks and expanding publishing and granting potential around what 
had formerly been thought of as “ghost labor” (Marcketti & Gordon, 2021, p. 2). 
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